
Desriptive Set Theory on Generalised Baire SpaeJoint work with Khomskii-Kulikov (�rst part) and withHyttinen-Kulikov (seond part)We assume κ = κ<κ.
κ-Baire spae = κκ onsists of all f : κ → κ, with basi open setsgiven by

{f : κ → κ | s ⊆ f }where s ∈ κ<κ.Nowhere dense = Closure has no interiorMeager = union of κ-many nowhere dense setsBaire measurable = di�ers from an open set by a meager setThe Baire Category theorem holds (the intersetion of κ-manyopen dense sets is dense)



Regularity PropertiesBaire measurability is just one example of a regularity property.A foring P is κ-treelike i� it is a κ-losed suborder of the set ofsubtrees of κ<κ, ordered by inlusion.Some examples of κ-treelike forings:
κ-Cohen Cκ. These are subtrees of 2<κ onsisting of a stem and allnodes above it.
κ-Saks Sκ. These are κ-losed subtrees of 2<κ with the propertythat every node has a splitting extension and the limit of splittingnodes is a splitting node.
κ-Silver Vκ, for inaessible κ. These are κ-Saks trees T whihare uniform, i.e. if s, t are elements of T of the same length thens ∗ i is in T i� t ∗ i is in T for i = 0, 1.



Regularity Properties
κ-Miller Mκ. These are κ-losed subtrees of the tree κ<κ

↑
ofinreasing sequenes in κ<κ with the property that every node anbe extended to a lub-splitting node and the limit of lub-splittingnodes is lub-splitting. We also require ontinuous lub-splitting,whih means that if s is a limit of lub-spltting nodes then the lubwitnessing lub-splitting for s is the intersetion of the lubswitnessing lub-splitting for the lub-splitting proper initialsegments of s.

κ-Laver Lκ. These are κ-Miller trees with the property that everynode beyond some �xed node (the stem) is lub-splitting.
κ-Mathias Rκ. Conditions are pairs (s,C ) where s is a boundedsubset of κ and C is a lub in κ. (t,D) ≤ (s,C ) i� t end-extends s,D ⊆ C and t \ s ⊆ C . This is equivalent to a κ-treelike foring.



Regularity PropertiesThe 6 examples above fall into two groups:
Cκ, Lκ and Rκ are topologial: The [T ] for T ∈ P form the basefor a topology (either [S ] ∩ [T ] is empty or ontains some [U]).They are κ+-.
Sκ, Mκ and Vκ are not κ+- but they satisfy a form of fusion(alled Axiom A*), su�ient to show that κ+ is preserved.Remark. There is no obvious κ-analogue of Solovay foring(random real foring). However:Theorem(SDF-Laguzzi) If V = L and κ is inaessible then there is a ∆11
κ-treelike foring Bκ whih is κ+- and κκ-bounding.



Regularity PropertiesTo de�ne �P-measurability� for κ-treelike forings P we proeed asfollows.A set A is:Stritly P-null if every tree T ∈ P has a subtree in P, none ofwhose κ-branhes belongs to A.
P-null (or P-meager) if it is the union of κ-many stritly P-nullsets.
P-measurable (or P-regular) if any tree T ∈ P has a subtreeS ∈ P suh that either all κ-branhes through S , with a P-null setof exeptions, belong to A or all κ-branhes through S , with a
P-null set of exeptions, belong to the omplement of A.



Regularity PropertiesProposition(a) If P is topologial then:(a1) A set is P-measurable i� it di�ers from a P-open set by a
P-null set. (So Cκ-measurable is the same as Baire-measurable.)(a2) Not every P-null set is stritly P-null.(a3) Borel sets are P-measurable.(b) If P satis�es fusion (Axiom A*) then:(b1) Every P-null set is stritly P-null.(b2) Borel sets are P-measurable.Question. As in the ase κ = ω, are all Σ11 sets P-measurable?Answer: NO!



Regularity PropertiesFat. The lub �lter = {f : κ → 2 | f (i) = 1 for lub-many i < κ}is not κ-Saks (Sκ) measurable.Proof. Otherwise there is a κ-Saks tree T suh that either for allf ∈ [T ], f (i) = 1 for lub-many i < κ or for all f ∈ [T ], f (i) = 0for stationary-many i < κ.But we an easily build f0, f1 in [T ] suh that whenever f0|i splits inT , f (i) = 0 and whenever f1|i splits in T , f (i) = 1.And the set of i where f0|i splits forms a lub (same for f1).So [T ] has an element f0 whih is not in the lub �lter and anelement f1 whih is. �



Regularity PropertiesNow we an apply the following result to onlude that Σ11 setsneed not be P-measurable for any of our 6 examples. For apointlass Γ, let Γ(P) denote that sets in Γ are P-measurable.Theorem(a) Γ(Cκ) → Γ(Vκ) → Γ(Sκ).(b) Γ(Cκ) → Γ(Mκ) → Γ(Sκ).() Γ(Rκ) → Γ(Mκ).(d) Γ(Lκ) → Γ(Mκ).In partiular Γ(Sκ) is the weakest of them all, so as it fails for
Γ = Σ11 so do all the others.Question. What about ∆11 (6= Borel for κ > ω)?



Regularity PropertiesTheoremIt is onsistent to have ∆11(P) for P = Cκ, Lκ and Rκsimultaneously.This is proved by interleaving iterations with < κ-support of thesethree forings for κ+ steps.Note that in the above model we also have ∆11(P) for P = Mκ, Vκand Sκ, by the previous slide.Question. But an we separate ∆11(P) for di�erent P?This looks hard. But we have one result about it:



Regularity PropertiesTheoremThere is a model where κ is inaessible and ∆11(Vκ) holds but
∆11(Mκ) fails.This is proved by iterating Vκ for κ+ steps over L, where κ isinaessible; ∆11(Vκ) holds in the resulting model.The main lemma is that ∆11(Mκ) yields funtions from κ to κ thatare unbounded over L[f ], for any given f : κ → κ.As the iteration is κκ-bounding and therefore does not addfuntions whih are unbounded over the ground model, we onludethat ∆11(Mκ) fails.It follows from our earlier impliations between regularity propertiesthat in the above model, ∆11(Cκ), ∆11(Rκ) and ∆11(Lκ) all fail, but
∆11(Sκ) holds.



Regularity PropertiesThe main di�ulty with separating ∆11 regularity properties is thelak of �Solovay-type haraterisations�.In the lassial setting we have:(Solovay) Σ12 sets are Baire-measurable i� for every real x there is aomeager set of reals Cohen over L[x ].(Shelah) ∆12 sets are Baire-measruable i� for every real x there is aCohen real over L[x ].In fat, Shelah's result provably fails for unountable κ:Theorem(SDF-Wu-Zdomskyy) Suppose that κ is regular and unountable inL. Then in a o�nality-preserving foring extension, for every x ⊆ κthere is a κ-Cohen over L[x ] but the CUB �lter on κ is ∆11. Inpartiular not all ∆11 sets are Baire-measurable.



Borel Reduibility
If E and F are equivalene relations on κκ then we say that E isBorel reduible to F , written E ≤B F , if there is a Borel funtion fsuh that for all x , y : E (x , y) i� F (f (x), f (y)). The relation ≤B isre�exive and transtive and we write ≡B for the equivalene relationit indues.



Borel Reduibility: DihotomiesIn the lassial setting one has two important Dihotomies:Silver Dihotomy. Suppose that E is a Borel equivalene relation on
ωω with unountably many lasses. Then equality is Borel (evenontinuously) reduible to E .Harrington-Kehris-Louveau Dihotomy. Suppose that E is a Borelequivalene relation. Then either E is Borel reduible to equality orE0 is Borel reduible to E , where E0 is the equivalene relation ofequality mod �nite.In generalised Baire spae, the Silver Dihotomy fails in L butonsistently holds (after ollapsing a Silver indisernible to beome
ω2), and the Harrington-Kehris-Louveau Dihotomy simply fails.



Borel Reduibility: Small Equivalene RelationsTheoremIf E is the orbit equivalene relation of a Borel ation of a group ofsize at most κ then E is Borel reduible to E0.Proof. The key observation is this: Let Fκ denote the free group on
κ generators. Then Fα has ardinality less than κ for α < κ (thisfails when κ equals ω). Using this one shows that the shift ation ofFκ (sending (g ,X ) in G ×P(Fκ) to {g · x | x ∈ X}) redues to E0:Map X ⊆ Fκ to the sequene f (X ) = (<α-least element of
{gα · (X ∩ Fα) | gα ∈ Fα} | α < κ). If X ,Y are equivalent undershift then it is easy to hek f (X )E0f (Y ); the onverse usesFodor's theorem. �



Borel Reduibility: Small Equivalene RelationsTheoremAssume V = L. Then there is a smooth Borel equivalene relationwith lasses of size 2 whih is not indued by a Borel ation of asmall group.Proof. Let X be the Borel set of Master Codes for initial segmentsof L of size κ and ∼ X its omplement. De�ne a bijetionf :∼ X → X with Borel graph and de�ne E (x , y) i� y = f (x) orx = f (y). Then E is smooth. If it were indued by a Borel ation ofa group of size at most κ then f would be Borel on a non-meagerset, whih is impossible. �



Borel Reduibility: E1TheoremE1 is Borel reduible to E0.Proof idea: For limit α < κ, de�ne Eα1 to be the equivalenerelation on (2α)α approximating E1 de�ned by (xi )i<αEα1 (yi )i<α i�for some β < α, xi = yi for all i > β.Now de�ne F ((xi )i<κ)(α) to be 0 if α is not a limit and otherwiseto be a ode for the Eα1 -equivalene lass of (xi ↾ α)i<α.Clearly if (xi )i<κE1(yi )i<κ then F ((xi )i<κ) and F ((yi )i<κ) areE0-equivalent.Conversely, if (xi )i<κ and (yi )i<κ are not E1 equivalent then forlub-many α∗ < κ, (xi ↾ α∗)i<α∗ and (yi ↾ α∗)i<α∗ are notEα
∗1 -equivalent; it follows that F ((xi )i<κ) and F ((yi )i<κ) are notE0-equivalent. �



Borel Reduibility: Isomorphism RelationsTheorem(a) Eah Borel isomorphism relation is Borel reduible to the α-thjump of equality for some α < κ+.(b) For eah α < κ+, the α-th jump of equality is Borel reduible toequality on κκ modulo a µ-nonstationary set, for any regular µ < κ.() A �rst-order theory is lassi�able and shallow i� theisomorphism relation on its models of size κ is Borel.(d) (For a suitable suessor κ) A �rst-order theory is unlassi�ablei� equality on 2κ modulo a µ-nonstationary set is Borel reduible tothe isomorphism relation on its models of size κ for some regular
µ < κ.Is equality on κκ modulo a µ-nonstationary set Borel reduible toequality on 2κ modulo a µ-nonstationary set?If so we have:



Borel Reduibility: Isomorphism Relations
If T0 is lassi�able and shallow and T1 is unlassi�able thenisomorphism on the models of T0 of size κ is Borel reduible toisomorphism on the models of T1 of size κ (for example when κ isthe suessor of an unountable regular and GCH holds).


